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SUBJECT OF RESOLUTION: Industrial development cooperation

SUBMITTED TO: The General Assembly Plenary

The General Assembly Plenary,

Reaffirming sovereignty as the guiding principle of the international community,1

Recognizing the continuing depletion of natural resources and how that negatively affects industrial devel-2

opment in the developing world,3

Underscoring the utility of regional entities in coordinating multilateral efforts to further the welfare and4

development of states,5

Supporting the valuable work of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO),6

Deeply concerned for the development of an exploitative dynamic between resource-endowed developing7

Member States, being labor rich and capital shallow, and those nations or multinational firms for which the reverse8

is true,9

Guided by goals articulated by different keystone United Nations documents and resolutions, such as Reso-10

lution 2152 of 17 November 1966,11

Affirms the key objectives outlined in the Sustainable Development Goals: dealing with infrastructure,12

sustainable growth, renewable energy, availability of food and clean water and other humanitarian centric goals,13

1. Suggests the facilitation greater transfer of technology between developed nations and developing nations:14

(a) Bringing developing Member States to the international community on a more equal footing15

with developed Member States;16

(b) Proposed oversight by United Nations Office Of The High Representative For The Least Devel-17

oped Countries, Landlocked Developing Countries And Small Island Developing States (UN-OHRLLS);18

(c) Achieved through the release of additional funds;19

2. Calls upon various other United Nations bodies to expand the aforementioned technology sharing programs20

to increase the viability and ultimate success of the technology sharing programs while:21

(a) Calling for the review of these programs on an annual basis, conducted by the IDB within the22

UNIDO, to determine their future efficacy and viability;23

3. Urges the mainstreaming of consideration by the United Nations to embolden developing Member States24

in addressing extractive development dynamics that push states off of their sustainable trajectories:25

(a) Expansion of efforts would be achieved through mediation of trade negotiations between devel-26

oping and developed Member States by Lawyers Without Borders;27

4. Recommends international development organizations to work with Member States and pertinent United28

Nations bodies to diversify their economies to better weather financial aid and political troubles with proposed29

funding at the discretion of;30

5. Recommends international development organizations to work with Member States and pertinent United31

Nations bodies to diversify their economies to better weather financial aid and political troubles with proposed32

funding at the discretion of:33

(a) The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development under the advisement of the World34

Bank;35
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(b) The United Nations General Assembly under the advisement of the United Nations Industrial36

Development Organization (UNIDO);37

(c) Alternative ways to achieve economic diversity would be through accepting investments from38

various non-state private institutions and dispersing risk through several industries, therefore avoiding creation of a39

rentier state.40

Passed, Yes: 58 / No: 32 / Abstain: 14
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